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In articles [l-4] the relationship between the existence of functions 
satisfying differential inequalities and the existence of a solution of the 
boundary value problem y” = f(~, y, y’), y(a) = (Y, y(b) = j3, a < b is 
investigated. Article [4] represents the best results obtained for such 
investigations. It is the intent of this paper to investigate the same questions 
for the following boundary value problem 
Y” = f(X, y> Y’), (1.1) 
y(a) = a, Y’(C) = Y’, a < c. (1.2) 
Also these results are extended to some third-order boundary value 
problems, namely, 
Yrn = g@, y> Y’, Y”), (2.1) 
y(a) = % y’(u) = CL’, Y’(C) = Y’, a < c, (2.2) 
or 
y’(a) = oi’, Y(b) = PI Y’(C) = y’, a<b<c. (2.3) 
In the last section the classical third-order problems are considered. 
u(a) = % 
y”’ = h(x, y), 
y’(a) = LY’, Y(C) = Y1 a < c, 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
or 
r(a) = 01, y(b) = Pt Y(C) = Y> n<b<c. (3.3) 
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I. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout t-his paper it is assumed that the functiuns.f, g and // of the 
right side of Eqs. (l.l), (2.1), and (3.1) are continuous on their respective 
domains [a, c] x I-?, [a, r] Y R”, and [a, C] 1, R, where IZ is the set of 
real numbers. 
A function C$ t C”[a, c] is said to be a lower solution of (I. 1) on [a, r] 
if 4”(x) -2 g(x, 4(x), C’(s)) on [a, c]. A function $ E P[a, c] is said to be an 
upper solution of (I. 1) on [LZ~ c] if 4”(x) C< J(x, I&X), 4’(x)) on [a, c]. There 
are corresponding definitions for lower and upper solutions of Eq. (2.1) or 
(3.1). #J and I/J satisfying 4 e (?[a, c], d”‘(x) , : g(x, 4(x), 4’(x), $“(s)) or 
4”‘(x) ;T h(x, 4(x)) and J, E C3[a, c], $“‘(x) < g(x, C/(X), C/J(X), G”(x)) or I/Y(S) ~1: 
Iz(x, 4(x)) on [a, c] are called, respectively, lower and upper solutions for 
Eq. (2.1) or (3. I). 
The following lemmas will be the tools used to prove the existence theorems 
of Sections 2, 3 and 4. The proofs of these lemmas involve a simple applica- 
tion of the Schauder fixed-point theorem. 
LEMMA I. If f (x, y, y’) is bounded on [a, c] x R2, then for any a: and y’ 
the boundary value problem (I. I), (I .2) has a solution. 
LEMMA 2. Zf g(x, y, y’, y”) is bounded on [a, c] x R3, then (i) for any 
01, CS’, y’ the boundary value problem (2.1), (2.2) has a solution, (ii) .for any 
01’, p, y’, the boundary value problem (2. I), (2.3) has a solution. 
LEMMA 3. If h(x, y) is bounded on [a, c] x R, then (i) for any LX, LX’, /3, 
the boundary value problem (3.1), (3.2) h us a solution, (ii) for any CL, p, y the 
boundary value problem (3. I), (3.3) has a solution. 
2. SECOND ORDER EQIJATIONS 
In this section we discuss boundary value problems for the second order 
Eq. (1.1). 
LEMMA 4. Suppose solutions of initial value problems for (1.1) extend to 
[a, c] OT become unbounded. Zf {yn(x)} is a uniformly bounded sequence of 
solutions of y” = fn(x, y, y’), where ( fn} is a sequence of functions defined 
and continuous on [a, c] x R2 which converge uniformly to f on compact subsets 
of [a, c] x R2, then there is a solution y(x) of y” = f (x, y, y’) defined on [a, c] 
and a subsequence of { yn(x)} which converges umyormly to y(x) on [a, c]. 
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Proof. Since ) y%(x)/ < IL3 on [a, c] for some M and all n > 1, 
294 > YnW - YTM 
c-a c-a 
= ; y,‘(,$)l, 
where a < 5, < c. Consequently, { [,}, {y,(t,)), and {yn’(tn)} are bounded 
sequences. By taking subsequences in succession which converge, we conclude 
that there exists dues to , y. , yo’ such that f71(1) - to , y7L(1)(511(1)) - ~0 , 
Y;L(l,&ld - Yij where {n(l)} is some subsequence of (n}. Thus by the 
standard convergence theorem [5, p. 141, there is a subsequence (y,&~)$ 
of { y,u,(x)} and a solution y(x) of (I. 1) which is the uniform limit of {yin) 
on compact subintervals of the interval of existence of y(x). y(x) cannot 
become unbounded because {Y&X)} is uniformly bounded, hence y(x) is 
defined on [a, c] and convergence is uniform on [a, c]. 
THEOREM 5. Suppose solutions of initial value problems fey (1.1) extend 
to [a, c] or become unbounded. Then a necessary and suficient colzdition that 
the boundary value problem (1. I), (I .2) h as a solution is that there are lower 
and upper solutions $ and 4 satisfying 4 < 4 on [a, c], #J(U) f 01 -< $(a), 
and+‘(c) < y’ < ql,‘(c). In th e su fl ciency part, the solution y satisfies+ < y < 4 
on [a, c]. 
Proof. The necessity is easily verified by choosing I$ L= 1c, = y, where 
y is the assumed solution of (1 .I), (I .2). 
To prove the sufficiency part, f is truncated in the following manner. Let 
i 
f (x, Y, n> if y’ > n, 
f,L(? Y, Y’) = ’ f(? Y, Y’) 
1 
if 1 y’ j < n, 
f(& Y, -n) if y’ < --n, 
where n is any integer satisfying n > h:, and 
Also let 
Y - $44 
fn(% ?w~ Y’) + 1 + y _ +> ’ if y > 4(x), 
if 4(x) < y < Icl(x), 
‘1 - , ~t&~3’3? 3 if y < 4(z). 
Then F, is continuous and bounded on [a, c] x R2 for each n >, NO . Let 
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y,(x) be a solution of the boundary value problemy” ~~ .  P,(x, y, y’), y(n) a, 
y’(c) = y’ whose existence is insured by Lemma I. 
It will be shown that c$(x) < ~Jx) < #(x) on [a, c]. Suppose, for- example, 
that ~~(2) < d(3z) for some ,216 (a, c]. Since yJa) 3 4(u) and y,!‘(c) 4’(c), 
therefore, v,~(x) -. C+(X) has a negative minimum on (a, c], say, at sg . Hut 
This contradicts x,, being a minimum and hence it must be that 4 < yn 
on [a, c]. By a similar argument, C$ < yn .<, $ on [a, c] and hence for n G: NO , 
yn(x) is a solution of y” == fil(x, y, y’), y(a) = CX, y’(c) = y’. From Lemma 4 
we conclude that a subsequence of (y,} converges to a solution y of the 
BVP (I.]), (1.2) on [a, c] and, furthermore, C$ < y :< 4 on [a, c]. 
3. THIRD ORDER EQUATIONS 
In this section we consider boundary value problems for Eq. (2. I). 
The lemma below is stated without proof because of its similarity to 
Lemma 4 of Section 2. 
LEMMA 6. Suppose solutions of initial valueproblemsfor (2.1) extend to [a, c] 
or become unbounded. If {yIL} is a sequence of solutions of y’” = gJ.r, y, y’, y”) 
which together uith its derivative sequence (yn’> is uniformly bounded on [a, c], 
where g, are continuous functions on [a, c] x R3 which converge uniformly 
tog on compact subsets of [a, c] x R3, then there is a solution y of (2.1) on [a, c] 
and a subsequence of {y,J which converges umformly to y on [a, c]. 
THEOREM 7. Suppose solutions of initial value problems ,for (2.1) extend to 
[a, c] or become unbounded. Suppose g is nonincreasing in y for jixed x, y’, y”. 
If there are lower and upper solutions, 4 and 41,, of (2.1) satisfying 4 -< 4 and 
+’ < I+!J’ on [a, c], 4(u) < OL .< $(a), +‘(a) < 01’ ,< $‘(a) and+‘(c) < y’ 5: p’(c), 
then the boundary value problem (2.1), (2.2) has a solution y with 4 < y < # 
and4’ < y’ < 4’ on [a, c]. 
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Proof. We truncate the function g as follows. Let 
gtx, Y, Y’, n), 
I 
if y” > rz, 
g,(x, y, Y’, Y”) = Ax, y, Y’, Y?, if i y” 1 < Tl, 
,A.% y, Y’, -n), if y’<-n, 
where n > N,, and IV, = max .G,f,WW +“(x)i, I ~“(~)Ilh Define 
(1) 
g,(x, Y, #‘(4, Y”) T 7 :’ ; ~~;!(.~) Y if y’ > f(x), 
G,(x, Y, Y’, Y”) = g&y, Y’Y”), if +‘(x) < y’ < #‘(4, 
g&y, (b’(x), Y”> - 1 $(,” yt ! if y’ <C’(x), 
and 
(2) 
~)n@, Y, Y’Y”) = 
I 
G&, Icrtx), Y’, Y”) if Y > 444, 
G&> Y, Y’, Y”) if +(x) < y < 4(x), (3) 
Grdx, d(x), Y’, Y”) if y < 4(x). 
Then 9,, is continuous and bounded on [a, c] x R3 and so by Lemma 2 the 
boundary value problem y”’ = 9,(x, y, y’, y”), y(a) = a, y’(u) = OL’, y’(c) = y’ 
has a solution ~~(2). 
Suppose yn’(X) > 4’(x) f or some x G (a, c). The opposite inequality 
holding for x = a, c implies that y%‘(x) - 4’(x) has a positive maximum on 
(a, c), say, at x0 . Thus yt(x,,) = #“(x0) and yz(x,,) < $“‘(xO). However, 
Using the definition of 9, in (3) and the monotonicity of g in y, 
gntxo , Y&J, ~nlt~o), ~iXxo)) 3 GA, 7 $(xo), ~n’h,), Y&J). 
But (2) and the identities, yi(x,) = +“(x,,) and ynl(z,) > #‘(x0) yield 
yz(z,,) - #“‘(x0) > 0. This cannot occur at a maximum of yn’ - +‘, and 
hence our assumption that yn’(x) > 1,4’(x) for some x E (a, c) is invalid. A 
similar argument shows that d’(x) < y’(x) on [a, c]. But +(u) < y(u) < #(u) 
then implies that $(x) < y(x) < #(x) on [a, c]. Consequently, (y,} is a 
sequence of solutions of yfl’ = g&, Y, Y’, Y’),Y(U) = %Y’(U> = oI’,Y’(C) = Y’ 
which together with its derivative sequence is uniformly bounded on [a, c]; 
moreover, g, converges to g uniformly on compact subsets of [a, c] x R3. 
The conditions of Lemma 6 are satisfied and thus a subsequence of {y,} 
converges uniformly to a solution y(X) of (2.1), (2.2) satisfying f$ < y < #, 
+5’ < y’ < 4’ on [a, c]. 
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THEOREM 8. Suppose solutions qf initial value problems ,for (2. I ) e.ytend 
to [a, c] OY become unbounded. &Suppose a < b < c and ,e is nonderreasiq in 2’ 
f OY a C< x -sI b and nonincreasing in y JOY b -;- .A- g c. If theve aw lozcrv und 
upper solutions + and # of (2. I) on [a, c] satisfying + -; (b on [a, b], + C/J on 
[b, c], qh’ -z I/J’ on [a, c], Q,‘(a) -” CC’ -- #‘(a), +(b) -=- p -= $(I,) and 4’(c) ” 
y’ -< 4’(c), then the boundary calm psoblem (2.I), (2.3) /IUS u solution y 
satis&q 4 s< y .:’ (/, on [a, b], d, ,‘; y r $ on [b, c], rind 4’ JJ’ ‘. II,’ 
on [a, c]. 
Proof. Let g be truncated to form new functions g, and G, , as was 
done in (1) and (2) of the proof of the previous theorem. Then define Yrl by 
B, is bounded and continuous on [a, c] x R”. Let yn be a solution of the 
boundary value problemy”’ Yrr(x, y, y’, y”), y’(u) = a’, y(b) = ,8, y’(c) -= y’ 
whose existence is assured by Lemma 2. If 4’ : l yI1’ G $’ on [a, c] for 
each n, then each yn will be bounded by $ and il, on [a, c] and each yn will 
be a solution of y”’ : : gn(x, y, y’, y”). Applying Lemma 6 to this sequence 
yields the existence of a solution to the boundary value problem (2.1), (2.3) 
as required. Thus we need only prove (b’ -:c y,!’ :; 4’ on [a, c] for all n. 
First, if+‘(b) s< yrL’(b) :g 4’(b) f - 01 each 11, then the same argument as in 
the previous theorem shows that 4’(x) 2.: yI1’(x) --, I/J’(X) on [b, c] and an 
analogous argument will prove 4’(s) 5; y,‘(x) < J,‘(x) on [a, b]. 
Second, consider the possibility that yn’(b) cz +‘(b) or y,,‘(b) > 41,‘(b). 
To be concrete, consider y,‘(b) < 4’(b). S’ mce the opposite inequality holds 
at x = a and c, yll’(x) - +‘(x) has a negative minimum on (a, c) at some 
point x0 satisfying either x0 < b and yn(x,,) 3. +(x,,) or x,, 3 b and yn(xO) 5; 
+(x0). At the minimum .x0 of yn’ ~~ a’, y~(xJ = +“(xJ and yz(x,,) _‘- $“‘(.x,,). 
But 
From this contradiction we conclude that $‘(b) ,( y,‘(b), and hence 4’ < yn’ 
on [a, c]. By a similar argument it can be shown that yn’ z< #’ on [a, c], 
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and consequently, by our previous remarks, there is a solution y of (2.1), 
(2.3) which is bounded by + and 4 and whose derivative is bounded by 4’ 
and #J’ on [a, c]. 
4. CLASSICAL THIRD ORDER PROBLEMS 
THEOREM 9. Suppose a < b < c and h is nondecreasing in y on [a, b] 
and nonincreasing in y on [b, c]. If th eye exist lower and upper solutions C/I and 4 of 
(3.1) on [a, c] satisfying # ,< q5 on [a, 4, 4 ,< # on lb, cl, #(a) < a < $(a), 
4(b) = p = 4(b) and d(c) < y < 4(c), then the boundary vaZue problem (3.1), 
(3.3) has a solution y satisfying # < y < 4 on [a, b] and 4 < y < $ on [b, c]. 
Proqf. First consider the case that +‘(b) = 4’(b). Then 4 2 # on [a, b] 
and 4 < 4 on [b, c] imply 4”(b) = #“(b). But if s E [b, c], 
d(x) - ~44 2 j-1 J’; j-“, [h(u, 4(u)) - h(u>9(a))l dadt ds 3 0, 
hence $ = 4 on [b, c]. Similarly, 45 = 4 on [a, b]. But then y = 4 = # 
is the required solution of the boundary value problem (3.1), (3.3). 
In case that 4’(b) < #‘(b), we truncate h as follows. 
4x, d~(x>> + 
I 
j Y - 4(x)l 
1 + IY -Jfw 
if a < x < b, y < G(x) or b < x < C, y > 4(x), 
J 
if a < x < b, y > C(x) or b < x ,< c, y < 4(x), 
h(x, y) otherwise. 
Since H(x, y) is bounded and continuous on [a, c] x R, by Lemma 3, 
the boundary value problem y”’ = ff(x,y), y(a) = a, y(b) = P, Y(C) = Y 
has a solution y. 
If y is bounded by (b and # on [a, c], then y is a solution of (3.1), (3.3) 
bounded by 4 and I,J on [a, c]. Suppose, however, for some 7 E (b, c), y(7) 
is not bounded by +(T) and gL(7). Since $‘(b) < $‘(b), T can be chosen so 
that either y(x) >, d(z) on [b, T] with y(7) > #(T) or y(x) ,< $J(x) on [6, T] 
with y(7) < +(T). Considering the first alternative, y’ - #I’ must be positive 
for some x,, E [b, T]. Then let [x1 , x2] be the maximal interval containing 
x0 upon which y’ - #’ > 0. Then y’ - 4’ has a positive maximum on 
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(x1 7 x,), say, at x3 ; thus y”(x,) = #“(x.J. If X% ,: 7, then y(~) $(T) and 
7 E (x1 , XJ implies that y(xJ > $(.Y~). But 
which cannot occur at a maximum ofy’ - I/J’. Alternately, suppose b 5~ S+ < 7. 
Then y(x) 3 $(x) on [b, T] implies that 
y”‘(X) - fyx) > H(x, y(x)) - h(x, t)(x)) ;c 0 on [b, T]. 
But y”(xJ = +“(xJ implies that y”(x) 3 #J”(X) on [x3, T] and hence 
y’(x) -- $J’(x) is nondecreasing on [.x3, ~1. But Y(T) :‘- #(T) implies 
and thus Y’(X) - #J’(X) is nondecreasing on [.Q , 71 and is strictly increasing 
in some subinterval of [x3 , 71. But this contradicts the maximality of y’ - #’ 
at xa . Thus n ,( xg < b. But theny’(b) ;- $‘(!I), and hencey(x,) < #(x3), and 
This contradicts the maximality of y’ - (CI’ at “r, and so our assumption 
that y(7) > $(T) for some 7 E (b, c) is invalid. By a similar argument, the 
second alternative can be eliminated and also analogous arguments can be 
constructed to show that $ .< y < q5 on [a, b]. Hence y(s) is the desired 
solution of the boundary value problem (3.1), (3.3). 
THEOREM 10. Suppose h is nonincreasing in y on [a, c]. If there exists 
lower and upper solutions 4 and 4 of (3.1) on [a, c] satisfying 4 < 4 on [a, c], 
$(a) < 01 < #(a), 4’(a) ,< 01’ < #‘(a), and+(c) < y < 4(c), then the boundary 
value problem (3. l), (3.2) has a solution y satisfying q4 < y ,< # on [a, c]. 
The proof of Theorem 10 involves no new arguments and hence will be 
omitted. 
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